ARTIMUS

ARTIMUS IS A METAL FLAKE 2 TONE
SMALLER WALL MOUNTED SCULPTURE.
MEDIUM: STEEL, METAL FLAKE PAINT

MIGUEL
EDWARDS

14"X12"X4", 2014

NOW BOOKING SHOWS AND TAKING
COMMISSIONS.
CONTACT:
CULTUREDSOCIAL@GMAIL.COM

In an interview with David Jasper from The Bulletin,
which has served Central Oregon since 1903, Miguel
explains how he was able to be the artist creating the
2018 Cauldrin for the Special Olympics. “(Dale) Chihuly, a
big glass artist in Seattle — he’s kind of The Rolling
Stones of the glass world. … They wanted somebody
local to do it, and so they approached his organization.
The CFO promptly sent them my way. But it was kind of a
twofold
thing. … Also, a friend of mine I worked with
0
years ago doing event management and production stuff
was working for the Special Olympics production
subcontractor. He put my name in the hat, also, and so
my name came at them from two directions, and then I
had to do a proposal. I think by the time they got to the
proposal part of it, they were only looking for a proposal
from me.” Click here for the entire article.

PERSEUS
Perseus is a kinetic sculpture
built for the Center on
Contemporary Arts’ “Heaven
and Earth II” temporary
sculpture exhibit at Carkeek
Park. This piece is wind
powered kinetic, and also
utilizes solar powered LEDs
and stands over 22' tall. The
pendulum in the center is the
same radius as the three legs.
AVAILABLE FOR
CITY ARTS
PROJECTS

It occurred to me as I was completing
Perseus that the intersection of
sculpture and performance was not
very explored so I collaborated with
Tick Tock a renowned modern aerial
troupe, founded by Liza Rose. Tick
Tock did 3 performances in the park in
the fall of 2010 and then a another
series of performances the following
summer at The Smoke Farm. The
summer of 2012 Perseus was part of
the Peace Arch Park International
Sculpture Exhibition.
Steel, Stone, Mirror, Solar Panels, LEDs
256" x 165" x 165"
AVAILABLE for purchase
Contact: CulturedSocial@gmail.com
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